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- PTEDICTING STUDENT PROGRESSION:
THE INFLUENCE OP RACE AND OTHER STUDENT AND INSTITUTIONAL

CHARACTERISTICS ON COLLEGE STUDENT PERFORMANCE
6

?.

In this study of college student retention and progression, significant

differences were found between black ind white students in tetms.of theit
. t ,

.

,

perSistence rates, progression rates (defined as length of time to graduate),
.

ancttendency to follow the presCribed.progression pattern (sophomore In the

second year; jaior in the third year, seniOr in the fourth yelis..4 graduate'

.after tour years). However, multiple regression analysesshow.that racial

differences disappear when the effects of oth*Audent and institutional

characteristics are statistically controlled. Therefore, colleges and

'universitls would dol'well to rethink special retention ard counseling pro-

grams designed especially to serve minority group students.
0
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. PREDICTING STUDENT PROGRESSION1

THE INFLUENCE OF RACE AND'OTHER STUDENT AND.INSTITUTIONAL'
CHARACTERISTICS ON COLLEGE STUDENT PERFORMANCE

Introduction

In recent decades, educational reiearcilers have devoted considerable

attention to the study of student attrition and retention. Such research has

for the most part focused on predicting dropout behavior in individuals of
-

differing ability and background, and Delating those findings to various insti-
A

tutional characteristics such".as size and sbcial 'climate (Barger & Hall, 1964;

Panos & Astin, 1968; Williams, 1966). Increasing atteAlion has.also been paid

to the college environment (and students' social and academic integration into

that environment),. and.to how that-environment affects studenta' persistence
2

io,college (Jones, 19.79; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1979; Pfeifer,.1976). These

studies have made a valuable contribution to our understandtng of students'

,

experiences in college and the effect those experiences have on the decision

-
to withdraw from school. However, by focusing primarily on students who drop

out of college in comparison to those who remain, even this contextual research

has failed to differentiate the experiences of college students in general.

This means that we do not yet have a clear understandipg of litow college

.
experiences affect students' progression throughout their college cateer, how-.

ever long it may-be. e

In spite of its shortcomings; the multitude orresearch on.c011ege attrition

has beAl'impOrtant for efforts to desegregate.higher education, as it his tinder-

scared the fact that ensuring equal access to hither education in no. iaay.:-.ensures

equality of_the educational experience.. Since the 1964Jblack° attendance at.

institutions of higher education has increased dramaticallyy-from 5. percent of

total enrollments in 1966 to 11 percent'in 197-andcurrent research shows
. . .

that by the late 1970s, propottionatelY as many blacks were beginning post-

This reSearch.is Supported by fundS from the Ford Foundation.(Grant.No. 810-0541).

The-opinions expressed herado not.necessarily reflect the position, policy or

endorsement Ford FOundation, .
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secondary hchooling as whites (McPartland, 1978). In fact, when socioeconomic.

status'and standardized test performance are stati:ZIcal/y controlled, blacks

now have a higher college enr011ment tate than whites (Thomas, 1981b). Howeler

attrition research has shown that the gap in black and white enrollment

increases over the college years because Aore blacks than whites withdnaw from

college, particularly after.the first and second years (Allen, 1981; Cross-&

Astin, 1981; McPartland, 1978; Remise, 1981; Thomas, 1980). While a great deal

10as been written on the problem of retaining black college students, much of

this research has been performed using all7black student-samples. On the

other hand, studies which utilize mixed samples do not generally focus on
o

the reasons for (dr implications of) differential attrition rates,for black

and white college students.
470

Therefore, the present study focuses on two components of the retention
-

,

and
,

attrition issue, which have not been emphasized in the research literature

in spite of their Cr,iiical importance to the field: race and student

progression. While the notion of student progression is similar to the notion

of student retention,.the operational focus of the two concepts differs

significantly. Retention,teSearch generally tracks students' progress from

entry to degree completioe by comparing students w6O drop out of school

(usually after one or two years) with those who remain. In this study we

jikewise track ptudents from entry tO,degree completion, but in addition t
,

i-ocking-a-t---4r-spout,-7-beitav4er--4te-eonverre-different-trarrgs-of-stratents7f.Tho

persist at various points in.time after matriculation. In-other Words reten-

tion is but one component of student progresSion, and this studx,loOks at both

factors associated With staying in school and factots associated with differing
.

.

prOgression rates for students who persist at various phases of their college
.

.

career,

4

eP
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pecificallY, the study identifies significant predictors of three

components of student progression: (1) attrition; (2) students' tendency to

fpllow the prescribed progression pattern (rphomore tnthe second year, junior

in the third year, senior in the fourtb year, and graduate after the fourth

year); and (3) the length of time it takes students to graduate (i.e., their

overall progression rate). Throughout the paper, our focus is on&determining
%Zs

whether race is a significant predictor of student progression. First we

investigate the bivariate relationdbip of raceto the above three dependent

Nariables, and then we use multivaria0te techniques to determine whether the

observed relationships persist when,the effectg of other variables are

statistically controlled. Our overriding purpose is to move beyond studies
0

on the determinants of differential attrition rates ior black and white
-

students and on.to the question of whether black students (including both

those w4o will ultimately withdraw-from college and those who Will persist

until graduation) tebd to progress at a slower pace than white students, and,

if so, what factors bring aboqt these differential progression rates.

Description of fhe Researcharroject

The present study of student progression rates in higher education stems

fram efforts by one state higher education system to effectively desegregate

undergraduate student enrollments in its state colleges and universities.

Because of the paucity of other research on differential prbgression rates, the

study has been designed to address several facets of the progression issue,

including:

(1).,what normal (or ayerage) progression,in higher education is;

(2) what factors are associated with various rates of progressiont,

with special emphasis on the effects (1;'. race; and

5



...(3rwhether progressiOn rates Have.any conselences for%students!'

bility to.obtain employment in the public and private sgctors

or admissions into graduate school.

Twenty-Lfour collegeh and univeriities ineight Southern and border states

haveq,een selqcted for participation in the stu*". Six institutions were .

chosen from each of the four following categorides:

(1) Large liublic universities with a bri5ad array of &Wee programs

'through the doctorhi

(2) Historically predominantly, black public universities;

(3) Regional public universities with limited graduate programp; and

(4) Private univerlities with broaddegree .offerings including graeuate

"tsk.

and 'professional programs.
.

The basic criteria used in selecting institutions in each of the chtegories

were type of degree programs offered; total number of

whether there were a sufficient number of black and w

analysis of botb races at each university.

stsdents enrolled, and

studehts to permit,

Data collection for this study, will be conducted in five phases and

utilizing several survey instruments. The first phase imvolves the collection

orgroup-level data from the institutions inyolved in the stu4y-tbrough an

.

,Instiutional Data Questionnaire (IDQ). The IDQ is divided into four eections.

The first section provides information by race on total undergraduate enroll-
.

ment; SAT. and ACT scores for several cohorts' of entering freshmen; and the

actual progression rates for Several cohorts.pf students (the latter comprise'
. .

the basis of.,this paper and are explained in more detail in the next section),

The second section of the IDQ identifiep how many,black and white students

receive financial aid (and of what type and amount), and the third section

6



,
, .

indicaos the nUMber
. of black and wHite students WhO live,on-.aneoff-campuS.

Finally, .sectipn four concerna the teacfiing and administrative personnel of..'
..

.
.

.

each University, and.asks each,universitytto speeify the major fields ot. study

fortheir Laculty:by'raCe and.the racial composltion cif the total faculty and

administrative staff. 1

,

This paper presents thv preliminary findings from dur Analysis of .the

Institutional Data Questionnaire. As Our data colledtion efforts continue,

we will determine whether the aggregate relatiOnships found here persiat. at the

individual level. In addition, later analyses of indiv dual-leyel data will

allow us CO determine whether the effetts of student and institutional
"*. .

-

characteristics on student progression are Mediated by student,s' perceptions of

o
. and integration into the college environment.

'Nor

Findings

To reiterate, many studies have shown that black students in four-year

colleges'and univeraities experience higher attiit'ion rates than white

students, particularly after the first and second years (Allen _1981; Cross &

Astin, 1981; McPartland, 1978; Ramist 1981; Thomas, 1980). Slacks are also

less-likely to persist full-time, and consequendi, have lower four-year com-

pletion rates than whites (Astin, 1973; Cross & Astin, 1981, McPartland,..1978;

Thomas, 1981a): However, gome research hit shown that the magnitude of, the
a

racial difference in c0 ollege completion rates decreases somewhat if completion

subsequent tb the prescribed four years'is taken into account (Thomas, 1981a).

In other words, black students engage in proportionately more part-time and

.0interrupted schooling thad white students, and blacks who graduate from

college generally take longerto do sci (I.S.E.P., 1976; McPartland 1978;

Thomas,. 198.1a).
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1.

The bivariate finding's preaAnted here confiim ehai significant differ-
. . S

...., .

- 't - , .
ences,exist between black and white students in_termS of their rsifinente :

4..
.

- ... .- ., ,..
, 0 . . .

rates,.thetr progression fateS (defined
'

a
s

length ot'time-to etaduate),And the
, . .

'

.. .. .

.
..,

..

proportiOn who.follow the Prescribed progrehsion pattern ,(sophomore in- the
. "

o : .

secdhd year, junior in'the third net., seniot%in.the foUtth year, graduate ,. .

-
... ,

'. ,s

4 .

after four years). However, multivariate analyses show that racial differences

disappear when'the effects of othei student and institutional characteristics 2
4

are statistically controlled.

Our conclusions are'derived from the responses of nine predominantly
4

white universities (four large state universities, two relatively non-Selective
a

regional universities and three highly ielective private uhiversities) and three

-
predominantly black,state.universities to the Intitutional Data Questionnire

described earlier. Specititally, all univerkities, in the sample'were asked

to

,

track three cohorts of entering freshMen (1975,19161, and 1977) through

the fall of 1981. For each. cohort of entering students,.the universities

prOvided dataonthe numbernfpstudents enrolled as,freshmen, sophOmores,

juniors', or seniors in:the fall of their second, third, fourth fifth, sixth,

(1975.and 1976 cohorts only)and seventh (1975 cohó t.groniy). years after

matriculation.. Data were also-prOVided on the numits of students in eadh-COHort

a
who 4ropped out (definedto include transfers, voluntary withBrawals and

invOluntary withdrawals) and graduated during each of the study years. In;

'addition to proViding these data for all students combined, the universities

also tracked black and white students separately. Thus, for each university

in the saMple, data are available on six independent c4orts of entering

students (blacks entering in 1975, whites entering in 1975, etc.), as well as

on all students matriculating in each of the three study years.

8



. In all tables, tendency to follow the prescribed progression pattern is

Measured in terms of Obse students who persisted in c011ege at the time of ,

each progression measuremept (i.e., dropouts are excluded). Thiscmeans:for

exiMple,that we present the proportion of enrolled students who were soiihomores

, P
in the faII of.their second year. Attrition data are presented separately.

This allows us to look at both differential tendencies to drop out. of college
.

and differential progressio n patterns for those students who remained in school.

On the other hand, to provide some understanding of the effect of attrition on

the final progression stage (draduation), four and five year gradu ation rates

are presented both as-a-percentap of total sttdents ever entolled and as a

percentage of students who persisted throughout thd scudy period.
VT

Table 1 presents the esults of our bivariate analysis of these !group

level data. This table uses two-tailed Students's t-testg-to compare the

peogression patternS,.attrition rates, and mean length Of time to graduate

for the 36 white and 36 black student cohorts it thet.sample. Tests of

Statistical significance were performed and are.included in the-tab1e; however,

any gr\oup differences revealed in the table are significant in the context of.

these 12 universities, since*entire populations of entering cohorts were

instance because of the weighting'procedureS employed in computing group means.

Table 1 shows that white students were significantly more likely to follow

the prescribed4 progression pattern than black students at nearly all

stages of their college 'career.
2

On the average, 710
11

percent of the white
/ .

.

students who peristed until their second year were enrolled as sophomores

that year,in comprison to only 57.2.percen.eof the black students.' This

means that white students were 13.8 percent-Mbre likely- than black seudents

to be sophomores in the fall of their second year. White students were-8.7

9
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TABLE 1..

.STUDEWS T-TESTS COMPARING PROGRESSION AND RETENTION RATES

7 '

OF BLACK AND WHITE STUDENT COHORTS
A -

'Performance Variable .

(GROUPED DAiA)

4 Mean for White
Student CoArts

Prescribed Progression-Pattern
1

% of.Non-Dropouts taw Were
Sophomores in Fall.of 2nd Year4

i'of Non-Dropouts Who Were
.Juniors in Fall of 3rd Year

% of Non-Dropouts Who '14ere
Seniors in Tall of 4th Year

.

% of Non-Dropoutsyho
Graduated in 4 Ygars'

% of Total Studerits W06-

Graduated in, 4..Years

% of Non-Dropouts Whb
.Graduated in 5 Years

% of Total Students Who
Graduated in 5 Years .

Dropout Rates

% Who'Dropped Out by
'End of. First. Year

Who Dropped.Out
End of'Rourth Year

Trogressi90 Rati .

Years to Graduate for Students
. Who Graduated Within.5 Years,

(1975 and'1.976 Cohorts Drily)

62:3

. d

'63.9**

62.9*.

43.9*

91.3*

56.9*

18.8

Mean for Black
Student Cohorts

57.2
0

53.6

52.3 .

55.6

29.5

77.9

35.3

25.7**

49.9*

4.21" 4.31**

*Significantly greater at,.01 leVel of significance using two-tailed.,

Student's e-test. 4

A

**Significantly greater 4t .05 level of stgnificance.,

1Except where otherwise specified, the-comparisons in this section-
include only students who had not dropped out at the time of each

progression measurement.

0

lo .



percent more likely than black students to be enrolled as juniors in the fall ,

of their third year, and 116 percent more likely to be seniors in the fall of

their,fourth year. In terms of graduation rates, 69.2 percent-of white students

who persisted until graduation graduated within four.years, and 9Is3 percent

graduated withf'n five years. The comparable percentages for black students-are

only 55.6 percent and 77.9 percent, respectively. This difference in the

length of time it-took black and white students to graduate is reflected in

theoverall progreSsion rates shown in Table 1: for students who graduated

within five years, white students took an average of 4.21 years to graduate,

in comparison to an aVerage of 4.31 years for black students.

Differences in the four- and five-year graduation rates of white and

black student cohorts are even larger when we compare the rates for all

black and white students ever enrolled (including those who eventually dropped°

out). On the average, 43.9 Percent of all white students ever enroll"'

graduated from college within four years of their initial enrollment, in

comOarison to only 29.5.percent of black stuAents. By the end of five years,

56.9 percent of all white studeats had graduated from college, but only

percent of all black students iraduated during the same period of time. These

differentes in total graduation rates are at least partially due to the fact

that black students were significantly more likely"to drop out of college than

white studenti. Black students were 6.9 percent m

r
re likely to drop out by

the'end of their first year, and 12.8 percent more likely to drop out by the

end of.theirlfourth year.

The data presented in Table 1 show that there are.significant differences

in the perfOrmance patferns.1 black and white college students. There'are a

number of.factors that may explain these racial differences. 'For example,,the

liteveture consistently shows that academic factorq, including high school

11
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grade pointiverage, high school class rank, and scholastic apti.tude, are

among the most significant predictors of college performance (Astin & Cross, 1981;

Beal & Noel. 1980; Cross & Astin, 1981; Pantages & Creedon, 1978; Pfeifer, 1976;

Ramist 1981). In fact, studies generally find no differences in the attrition

rates of black and white studcnts (progression studies are virtually nonexistent)

,when their academic backgrounds and scholastic ability.are statistically

controlled (Astin, 1973; Ramist, 1981; Selby, 1973). Black students are also

more likely than white students to come from social and economic backgrounds that

may contribute to a lack of success in college (Cross & Astin, 1981; Jones, 1979;

.Ramist, 1981; Selby, 1973).

In addition, there is some evidence that the racial composition'of the

institutions students attend affects their attrition and progression patterns

and mediates the relationship between race and performance (Gosmant Dandridge,

'Nettles & Thoeny, Note 1; Gosman, Nettles, Dandridge & Thoeny, Note 2). The

college "fit" theory gtates that the greater the congruence between students'

goals, values and attitudes and those of the colleges they attend, the more

likely they are to perform successfully in terms of persistence and academic

#
achievement (Allen, 1981; Pantages,& Creedon, 1978). We found this to be

partially true-in our_earlier analyses of these research data (Gosman, et al.,.

Note 1; Gosman et al., Note 2). Specifically, we found that the underrepresented

racial group at both predominantly white and predominantly black universities

had higher attrition rates than the majority group,and were less.likely to

follow the prescribed progression laattern. This may be due in part to

differences in the :types of students who attend same- and other-race universities

(Astin & Cross, 1981; Brown, 1973; Standley, 1978), and in part to racial discrimi-

nation experienced by the underrepresented group on both types of campuses

(Allen, 1981pBUffkin, 1977; Elam, 1978; Jones, 1979; Pfeifer, 1976). On the v

12
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other hand,'whileoblack students at predominantly black intitutions perfOrm

better than white students at the same institutions, over two-thirds of black

students attend.predominantly white universities. This may explain the lower

retention and graduation rates for black students as a whole. Finally, there

is also some evidence that both black and white students attending predomi-,

nantly white institut#ons perform better than students attending predominantly

black institutions in terms of their.attrition rates, tendency to follow the

prescribed progression pattern, and mean length of time to graduate (Gosman et a

d
Note 1).

To test for the effects of these individual and institutional chara,cteris-

tics on the bivariate relationships observed earlier, sever.01 multiple

'regressions 6ere performed in which the ten dependent varietles-presented in

Ta1le 1 were regressed on race, combined verbal and matrematical SAT score

- ---
(mean for cohort), annual family income (mean.for cohort), tyRe of institution

... (predominantly black vs. predominantly white), and proportiom of the iristitution's

tettel enrollment represented by the cohort race. The proportion Of the cohort

dkr/P6
race receiving financial aid Was also id ud as an independent variable even

though research concerning the effect of financial aid on performance is

ihconclusive (Ramist, 1981).
A

Before preSeriting. the results of these regressions, we must caution that

they are based on aggregate data in which student cohorts rather than

jind' idual studente are.the unit of analysis. While it is commOn to use

aggregate data to make inferences about indiVIduals when-apwlopriate individual,

level data are unavailable, aggregate data do not alwayeprovide unbiased

estimates of individual-level relationships, particularly when group effects

are present (yirebaugh, 1978), At the-same time, hOwever, the problem of

cross-level inference is less acute wi.6h regression cdefficients than with .

13
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,Other measut,..ta of association such as correlation coefficients (Goodman,'1:459).

Therefore, we will: interpret out findings'as indicative of possible relatfon7

ships to ba further, tested with individual-level data obtained in the

hext',phase--qf the research project.:

Ths( regression analyses were performeil in three steps. In the first
.

step, all six main effects were entered into the equations concurrently, to
.

.
.

obtain the independent effects of each predictor with'the effects pf all other

predictors statistically controlled. In the second step, backward exclusion
P

.tethniques were used to remove all main effects that did not contribute

significantly (.05 level) to the explained variance -given_the_presence_of the

other variables in the equations. Finally, cross-product interactionterms were

created between race and the other five main'effects. These terms were tested

for addition to the reduced-form Abdels via forward inclusion techniques, and

interaction terms that added significant explanatory power at the .05 level or

greater were added to thecodels obtained in step two above. Only one

interaction term in one analysis was added to the final equations (see Table 2),

as this was the only-case in which the predictors of performance differed for_

black and white student cohorts. .
In other words,-with that one exception,

the,final models.do not differ for black and white Students, and the

predictors of performance are the samafor both groupi.

.Table 2 presents the Standardized.and unstandardized regression

coefficients4or the predictors of students' tendency to-follow the

prescribed progreision pattern at five different points in time. It is

immediately apparent fromlable 2 that race diSappears AR a.signifAcant

predicAor'whentheeffects:Of other variables are statiatiallY controlled.

Instead, several other variables which our.literature reView suggested may

be related to performance appear as significant predictors. SAT sOores,
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TABLE 2
, *

.

REGRESSIONS 07PRESC1BED PROGREBSION PATTERN-RATES14ONTUDENTAND"/NSTITUTIONAL.CUARACTERISTICS--

STANDARDIZED ADD UNSTANDARDiZED RheillISSION ,POEFFICIENTS, OF
, ------ .

MAINLEFFECTS AND SiGNIFICANT INTERACTION TERAS

(GROUPED DATA)

Dependent. Variables

% Sophomoreajn 2nd-Year Z Juniors In 3rd Year % Seniors- in 4th Year
StandardizedIndependent Variables 'Ur:standardized-. Standardized_ ,Unstanderdized Standardized Unstandardized

Dean CoMposite SAT Score

Race (0 . White)

Type, of institution
:(0 .- Predominantly White)

,
Liteceiving Financial Aid

f Mean Family Income .

.0006**

..-.059

.192**

.248**

:000002-

;MO

n.s.

.982**

-.271.

.

.655**.

.690**

.140

.

.186

n,.s.

..0001

:140

.157**

..-.189**

A00002

;081

n.s.

.142.
.

-.501.

' ,512**

-.497**

.117

..132

a ns

:0033

.084

7.011

-.004

-.00o01.-

.
.131

..

n.s.

::Proportion of Total
Entollment Represented
by Cohott Race

Race * Proportion-of
Total4nrollMent2

Const nt. -.070 .666

: 1
R ..364 .2bb

NOTES: * iignificant at ,:05 level (iwotailed).: .

Coefficients for nonsignificant main effects are those obtainedin step one of the regressions, before

nonsignificant predictors were removed frowthe equations. Conatants and coefficients for significant

mnin effects are those obtained-in steps two and thtee, when nonsignificdrit predictors were deleted from

the models'. Only significant coefficieneS are presented for'interaCtion terms. Nonsignificant Coeffidients

foi:: interaction terms are represented by

1Except here otherwise indicated, the, rates include only students who had not dtopped out at the time of each

progres ionmeasurement (i.e., 1;ersisters).,

24411:possible cross-product interaction terms.between race and other main effects were tested for inclusion in

ihe models, but- this. lathe only.term .that'atteined significance in any of the analyses'.

\
4527

.243'

-:040.

-.013

-.204

.251

n.s.

1 '7
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

-REGRESSIONS OF-PRESCRIBED iROGRESSION,AITERN RATES1 ON STUDENT AND INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS--

STANDARDIZED AND ONSTANDARDIZED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS OF

t MAIN EFFECTS AND SIGNIFICANTINTERACTION TERMS

(GROUPED DATA) .

'Dependent VariableS

Independent Variables

Mean Composite SAT Score

% of Persisters Graduated, % of Persisters Graduated
in 4 Yeats % of Total Graduated in 4 Years. in 5 Years

Unstandardized :Standardized Unstandardized Stondardized Unstandardized Standardized

.0002 .284 .005** :592** .0001

.127 .326* -.026 --.060 -.042 -.197 -
Rate (0ee White)

.1-,

'0 Type of Institution
,

.319** -.094**d:
.(0 Predominantly White) .047 :101 .615** -.294**

2 Receiving Financial Aid .206** . .369** 414** .183** .122** 493**

Mean Family Income .00001** .843** .00001** -.685**
.

.000065" .640**
,

. ,

Proportion of Total.
\

,Enrollment Represented
\

by Cohort Race .166 :.228
.

-.132** -.163** -.025: -:077

Race * Proportion of
.1

:. Total Enrollment2 .172** .317** n.s. n.s. n.s.

Constant ,.264 -.366 .717

: R2 .643 .874 .801

% of Total Graduated rn 5 Years
iinstandardized Standardizoot

0006**. ...569**

.154** 493**

.010 . .016

.00001** .546**

-.188**

n.s. n.s.

-,200

.919



percentage of cohort, race receiving financial aid, and type (i.e., racial'

composition) of institution are, in order of decreasing importance, the ,

significant predictors ofthe dependent 'variable entitled "proportion enrolled

"as sophomores in the fall of the second year.' For students wh6 persisted

until the second year, high SAT scores an-d a large proportion-receiving

-financial .aid,are associated with a greater tendency to be enrolled as sopho-

mores that year. Surprisingly, attendance at a predominantly black institution

is also related to a greater tendency tojollow the prescribeA progression

patrern in'the second year. This contradicts our earlier finding (Gosman, et al.,

Note 1) that studenta at predominantly white institutions perform significantly

better than students at predominantly black institutions. The bivariate

relationship betWeen-t pe of institution and petformancefis apparently due in

part to differences in the tYPes-of students who attend the two typesof"

universities, and actually reverses in direetion-when the effects of Student

characteristics such as family income and academic ability are Statistically

removed. Altogether, SAT scores, percentage receiving financial aid, and tYpe

of institution explain 38.44ercent of the variance in-the percentage sophomore

variable..
ea

SAT scores are-not related to progression-in the third year, but

attendance at 4 predoMinantly black institution and low levels of financial.

aid are associated with enrollment as juniors in.the fall of the third year.

Thie underscores the greater tendencY of studenti at predominantlyblack

colleges and universities to follow the prescribed progression pattern when

students' individual- and group-level characteristics are statistically con-
.

.trolled. Thc:ncgative'telationship beiwen'financial aid and enrollment as 7

juniors in the.third year illustrates the incotsistent effect.of that variable

on performance(it was positively related to progression in the second year).



None of the main effects or interaction terms entered into the analysis are

significant predictors of enrollment as seniors in the fall of the fourth year.

In contrast mean family income consitiently appears. as-the most signifi-

cant predictor of four- and five-year-graduation rates, both for all students

ever-enrolled and for the subgroup of students who persisted until graduation.
_

_

Htgh family income is in all cases associated with a greater tendency to

graduate within four or five, years, High SAT scores are also significantly.

associated with high four- and five-year graduatpn rates for all students
,

ever-enrolled-, -but the-relationship is nonsignificant for persisters only.

Surprisingly, having a small racial representation on campus (i.e., being in

the minority) is also associated with high graduation rates in some cases:

fhis may be partially due to the fact that black Students attending p!edominantly

white institutions perform better than black students attending predominantly

black institutions (Gosman, et al., Note 1). This is, in turn, probably due to

t---

differendes in the characteristics of black students who attend the two types of

institutions (Astin & Cross, 1981). We have apparently failed to control for

some of those differences in this analysis, thereby distorting the effect of

minority-group status on performance.

The proportion of stuaents receiving financial aid is positively related to

four-year graduation rates for 'both persisters and all students ever enrolled, and

td five-Year graduation rates for persisters. Again, attendance at a predominantly

black Universit is also associated with high four- and five-year'graduation

rates for all stud'bs. ever enrolled; however, it is associated with low

five-year graduation rate fcit persisters. Finally, there is significant

interaction between race an

on,four-year graduation rates for p sisters. Specifically, racial represen-

tation has no effect.= the four-year g

18

duation rates of white persisters, but has

21



a. significant positive effect on the rates of black persisters. Altogether,'
.

.. .

. .

,

the significant predictorsof the various four- and five-year graduation rates

explain between 64.3 and 91.9 percent of the variance in thoSe variables.
\ .

Table 3 presents the standardized and unstand-ardized regrettion 66efficients

for the predictors of,attrition and overall progression (mean number

i

--ort-years-to7graduate)--ratei. As was Che case-with tendency.to follow the

prescribed 'progression pattern, che bivariate relationship between race and

performance disappears when the effects of other variable's are statistically.
./

controlled, i.e., race does not exert a significant independent effect on
y

an'y of the dependent variables in Table 3. The significant predictors of first

year attrition rates are (in order of decreasing importance) 'mean family income,

type of institution, racial representation on campus, and proportion of cohort-

race receiving financial aid. Low mean family income, attendance at a predomi-

7-nantly-white-college-orruniversity,-:high-racial representation -(i.e.,-being--

in'the majOrity), and high levels'of financial aid are associated wfth high

"first-year attrition rates. The effects of income are as expected, and we

have already shown that financial aid'is an inconsistent predictor of perfor-.

mance. Again, however,.the effects of type of institution and racial represen-

. -

tation are surprising, and may have something to do withOdifferences in the

4. '

types of students who attend predominaritly white' and predominantly black

universities. a

Interestingly, SAT scores are-not a.significant predictor of first-year

attrition rates, but they are the strongest predictor of total attrition at

the' end of four years. iType.of institution is also related to four-year °

attritiOn rates, with students attending predominantly white institutions

showing higher attrition rates than students attending predominantly black

institutions. Mean family income, financial aid, and racial representation

. 19

1161.3

<,
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.TABLE 3
.

REGRESSIONS OF-ATTRITION RATES AND OVERALL PROGRESSION RATES ON STUDENT AND. INSTITUTIONAL CHABACTERISTICS--

iTANDARDIZED AND UNSTANDARDIZED REGRESSIONICOEFFICIENTS.OF MAIN'EFFECTS1
...1...*.1;

.(GROUPED DATA)

Dependent Variables
, .

..-.

NUmber of Years to Gtaduate
End'of Fourth Year (ProgressionfRate) .7: Dropped Out By End of First Year : % Dropped Outiljr

Independent Variables Unstandardized Standardized 'Unetandardized Standardized AinstandardiZed Standardized

'Mean Composite SAT SCore--- 0 -.0002 L.318

Race (0 = White) -.015 -.060

-.0009**,

.115:

-.975***

..290

.0002

-.136

.253

-.470

.Type of Institution
(0 Predominantly White) , -.218** -.735** -.260** -.546** .073 ' ..170

Receiving.Financial.Aid .154** .430** .102 .178 4007 .020

Mean Family Income -.000009** -.945** -.000009 -.613 -.000006** -.605**

PrOportion of Total Enrollment
Represented by Cohort Race .227** .484** .338 .454. -.14 -.289

-

Constant .180 1.275 4.370

R2 .631 .643 .366

14GTES.: ** Significant at the .05 level (two-tailed).

Coefficients for nonsignificant main effects-are ,those obtained in step one of the regressions, befote
nonsignificant predictors were removed froM the equations. Constants and coefficients for significant
main effects aie those obtained in -steps two and three, when nonsignificant predictors were deleted from

the mOdele.

1There were no significant crossproduct interaction terms. ,

o



.

all disappear as predictors of attrition by the end oi the fourth year.

Finally, mean family income is the only significant predictor of overall

'progression rates, and explains 36.6 percent of the variance in that variable;

While it'is not\surprising that income is negatively related to the length of

time it takes students to graduate, it is surprising that SAT scores arkd7 .

4
type of institution do not exert significant indepengent effects on progression,

particularly in view of their significant relationship to progressian patterns

(Table 2). It is possible that SAT scores and type of institution do have an

effect on progression rates at the individual level, but that these rates are

especially susceptWe to distortion by group effects when aggregate data are

employed.

Discussion

Bivariate findings show that race has a strong relationship to students'

performance in college, with white studentsconsistently Outperforming black

students in 'terms of their attrition rates, tendency to follow_the prescribed

progression.pattern, and mean length-of time td graduate. However, racial

differences in performance disappear when other student and institutional

characteristics are introduced into the prediction modelt.via multiple

regression techniques. In other words, while there are significant differences

in the perfOrmance patterns,of black and white college students, ..hose-dif-

ferences are in large part explained by other variables in the regressifn
-

equati9ns. In fact, when the effects of other predictors are statistically

controlled, race shows some surprising relationships to our dependent variables.

As expected, white students outperfortiblack studentswinfialf of our perfor-

mance measures, but the reverse is true for the other half. In all cases, however,

race is a nonsignificant predictor of performance when the influences of other'.

-variables 'statisti-ally controlled.

. 9r.

,
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'Aite differing sets of variables,enter into'the prediction equations for

our various measures of performance, four varfablep repeatedly aPpear as

ficant predictors: students' mean SAT scores, students' mean family income., type-
%

DS institution (predominantly white vs. predom4nantly black), and RtoporOon

of students recelving financial aid. High SAT scores, high family income, and,

surprisinglST, attendance aE p predominantly black universit sre gehetally
.

4

associated With better performance in college when the effecte of other vatiables

atgroved. -Financial aid, en the. other hand, shows an 'inconsistent relationship
. 6

to perforManCe. In a practical sense it is uhfortunate that differing fectorg
.

.

,

are related to students' progression and attritipn tates at different phases bf
, .

their college cateer. Apparently whPt is needed an one or two co9posite dependent

variables that will allow us to make more definitive conclusions Concerning..

the determinants of students! Persistence in college and their-mwall ability

. to_progress at a:normal pace if theysthoose to remain in school.

7

.

. '

11,.'
-',cc ,

o

In. any.,,e4ge, however,.the point, we want to_make her'e i.P' not.Which speCific
14r

viriables are related to st:udent attrition and/orlrOgression; in fact, we

reiterate that the group-level findings presented here d6 not necessarily apply
'0

N

at the individual revel. kloreover, our sample of studerm cohorts is very small,

and includes only nine cohorts from predominantly black universities.' Instead, the

point we want to emphasize is twofold. First, performing this type of mu1ti-
.4

: variate analysis using individUal-level data,would benefit colleges and

univetsities in several ways. For example, it would allow them to determine

what factors influence their students' ability to persist and progtess in

college, dnd woilld provide a sound basis,for the enhancement of special retention

'and progresPion programs. We have found that universities generally keep track

of overall attrition and graduation rates. Hbwever,-mday-schools ba P



deleted from our sample because they do not keep track of attrition on an

individual basis$ nor do they track the progress of students who persist at

various points in time. .Mereover, even those schools that do retain this infor-

. )mation on computer-based data files do not generally use the informatiOn to **

analyze progreslion and attrition patterns in their student bodies. In spiAe

of aids, most have d4signed special rettntion programs to asdist groups of

students they believe are likelyto experience difficulty in school. This

brings us to our secOnd point: while we cannot at this juncture make definitive

conclusions about the determinants of student progression, it is clear that race

is probably not esignificant predictor. Therefore, colleges and universfties

would do well to rethink special retention and counseiini programs designed
_

especially to serve minority group staqnts. Retention programs will in all

likelihoOd be more effective,

eacb institution finds to be

The type of analysie'performed here will assist nstitutions in attaining that

;

if they,are designed around those characteristits

directly related tO the performance of its students.

^..""

goal, and can ,be perforied with relative ease once an appropriate data base is

established.

"1-

-**". t
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FoitnNOTES

Ni

1Phases two through five of the study will involve the collection of

individual-level data from students and faculty at the sample universities.

Through a mailed questionnaire to approximately 10,000 students (Phase,II) and

personal interviews with a subset of responding students (Phase IV),-informatioh

will be collected on students' class level and the length of time-it took them

to get to that point; stop-out or .transfer behavior; demographic and academic

baekground; academic motivation; method of financing college; and perceptions

of and integration into the college_environment. Faculty perceptions of-normaI

progression and f the characteristics, attitudes, and behaviors that contribute

--to success in,college will be collected via a mailed questionnaire (Phase III)

and personal interviews (Phase IV): Information will also'be collected on the

types and amount of interaction faculty have with diffgrent types of students.

Finally,'college recruiters and graduate admissions officers will be interviewed

. (PhaSg V) fq determine the emp0 hasis they place on college progression rates in ,

A
. . .

.

making2hiring or admifsiOns decisions.

2Failure l'o,fol ow the prescribed progression pattern is not always

undesirable, since's e oNewaponf011owers progressed faster-than normal .

how that by far the majority of both black and whiteBub our data clearly

A'
listudents who-failedt follow,thelprescribed progression pattern progressed

slowex than normal. sote of the°nonfollowers probably engaged'
7-fr

in stopOut behavior, which slowed their progression rate but which the litera7

ture'suggests.may hive,beneficial effects in some cases (Ramisa, 1981). We
. . I

are uhable to distinguish stopouts from dropouts in this phase of' the research

Hpojectp, but'Idll:address,.that issue whim-we collect individual-leirel

progressiOu 1 ata in ihe next phsie..

..
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